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Abstract — This paper briefly describes several technical aspects and general structure of the Integrated Management Information System (IMIS) for Educational Institutions, proposed by authors. Authors consider the IMIS as a full management system for educational institutions that includes strategic, academic, and financial planning and management components. This approach will allow the institution to respond promptly to real-world challenges and opportunities that might affect its short- and long-term strategies.

Some of authors’ original technical and security solutions of the IMIS have been practically implemented in the e-Management Control and Evaluation System (e-MCES) in the University of Technology, Jamaica (UTech).

Solutions, which have been implemented in the e-MCES do not depend on size of the institution and on diversity of Academic and non-Academic roles and can be implemented to any educational institution with different structure and educational policy or to some part of it without recompiling it or with little adjustments. This allows step-by-step deployment of the system without affecting currently working mechanism of management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the keys to successful management of any organization, including Educational Institution is the ability to understand and apply modern management principles and techniques effectively. As high-performance organizations, educational institutions may be interested in having an effective, low-cost, efficient and robust multiuser (Internet/Intranet) Integrated Management Information System that is aimed at creating an environment which allows for the development of the full potential of its human resources in order to achieve its goals and objectives. This system on the one hand, provides an accurate diagnosis of the educational reality and an objective assessment of the impact of intervention policies to society. On the other hand, the information produced by IMIS may then be used as social control tools to press those responsible for managing the educational system to produce necessary improvements. For development of educational institution’s strategy and policy, timely and precise analysis of current business activity on all levels of the organization, including financial effectiveness and customer satisfaction are not possible without wide implementation computerized information systems, modern methods of communications and the latest achievements in the Theory of Management. Traditional paper-based system cannot serve educational institutions any more. A new IMIS must be:

1. An Integrated System;
2. Effectively able to utilise the main information resources of the institution;
3. Based on contemporary quantitative management approach, such as Balanced Scorecard (BSC) strategy management approach and 360-degree evaluation feedback.

This research and development of the e-MCES has been done according to the Strategic Plan of the University of Technology, Jamaica. Playing a role for the top management system in the educational institution, e-MCES does not discard existing software used extensively by institution for a long time in their computerized systems. It establishes new relations between data and information resources of the institution, working at higher level of communication.

The structure of e-MCES database is adaptable to new criteria of educational institutions performance evaluation, because it has already accumulated almost all necessary information about business activity of the institution.

II. STRUCTURE OF THE E-MANAGEMENT CONTROL AND EVALUATION SYSTEM

From our point of view, the e-Management Control and Evaluation System (e-MCES) internally should consist of the following components [1, 2]:

- Management & Control Solution
  a. Strategic, Operational Planning Management and Control System
  b. Performance Based Management System
- Students’ services Solution - Online Module/Instructor Evaluation System
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The general structure of the e-MCES is presented in Fig. 1. Main components of the e-MCES are as follows:

- **Information resources.** Information resources of the current version of the system are based on Human Resources database (HRDB) and University portal – Integrated Students Administering System (ISAS).
- **Online Module/Instructor Evaluation System (OLMIES).** This system provides evaluations of modules delivered by departments/schools and evaluation of teachers by students.
- **Online Strategic, Operational Planning Management and Control.** There are Performance of Academic and non-Academic staff appraisal system and the Strategic, Operational planning system.
- **Online productivity and finance planning.** The educational institution productivity measurement system which provides aggregate objective metrics on productivity of faculty, departments and other institution’s units vis-a-vis financial inputs and budget.

### III. DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

The e-MCES is a Web-based ASP.NET application. At the time of development, three main technologies and platforms were available to develop Web applications: Active Server Pages (ASP), Java Server Pages (JSP), and the open source Web platform commonly referred to as LAMP (Linux plus Apache plus MySQL plus either Perl, Python, or PHP as the programming language). Although each has language-specific and architecture-specific features, all these Web development platforms are designed to create interactive pages as part of a Web-based application [2]. To some extent, all enable the developers to separate programming logic from the page layout through the use of components that the page itself is responsible to call and render. Besides this common ultimate goal, significant differences exist among those platforms, most of which relate to the programming model and languages they promote and support. For example, JSP exploits the Java framework of classes and, with JavaBeans, provides an effective extensibility model for reusing components [3]. In addition, JSP supports tag customization and lets developers associate code with a custom tag definition. Finally, because it’s a key element of the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) platform, JSP relies on the Java language, as opposed to the scripting languages used by both ASP and LAMP platforms [4]. What really differentiates ASP.NET from the plethora of other Web development technologies is, the abstract programming model it propounds the Web Forms model. This development platform is designed to create interactive pages as part of a Web-based application [2].

ASP.NET like other Web development environments works on top of the HTTP protocol and takes advantages of HTTP commands and policies to set up two-way, browser-to-server communication and cooperation.

In addition, the whole ASP.NET platform comes as a native part of the Microsoft .NET Framework. ASP.NET applications compile pieces of code, are made of reusable and extensible components, can be authored with first-class language C#, which we have extensively used in our process of development, and can access the entire hierarchy of classes in the .NET Framework. There are seven important features about ASP.NET [5]:

- ASP.NET is a part of the .NET Framework;
- ASP.NET is compiled, not interpreted;
- ASP.NET is a multilanguage;
- ASP.NET is hosted by the Common Language Runtime;
- ASP.NET is object-oriented;
- ASP.NET is multiservice and multibrowser;
- ASP.NET is easy to deploy and configure.

In view of the above, for writing code-behind modules, classes, and business objects in e-MCES, we have selected the C# programming language [3, 5, 6].

---
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IV. MULTITIER ARCHITECTURE

Web based e-MCES is built, using an up-to-date "Multitier Architecture" (sometimes referred to as "n-tier architecture", where \( n > 2 \), or a "multilayer architecture", or a "distributed application"), where processing is distributed between the client and the server, and business logic is captured in the middle tier [6, 7]. The n-tier architecture isolates each major piece of functionality, so that the presentation (user interface) is independent of the processing business rules and business logic, which in turn are separate from the data. This model requires much more analysis and design up front, but greatly reduces maintenance costs and increases functional flexibility in the long run. A distributed application is only one approach that spreads its execution and serves hundreds or thousands of clients simultaneously, running in different environments, operating systems, platforms and providing the highest level of performance, scalability and security [6].

Unlike client/server design, a multitier application has middle tier – Business (or Logic) layer. Client/server architecture has several disadvantages in comparison with Multitier Architecture:

1. It cannot accommodate easy client interaction because each client runs a separate instance of the application.
2. The business rules (internal and confidential data handling procedures of the organization) of the University must be presented on the client side instances of applications. It will not protect the system from the hacker’s attacks.
3. Maintenance of all instances of the application on thousands of client machines will be major problem for system administration.
4. The distributed application needs to serve not dozens but hundreds and thousands of simultaneous users. In this case, server-side database quickly becomes a bottleneck, which has no easy solution.

The tiers in the Multitier Architecture model are shown in Fig. 2. Here:

- The presentation tier consists of the ASP.NET pages that manage the appearance of the application. This layer can include bound controls and objects that bind the data controls to the data.
- The business tier contains the data access classes that manage the data access for the application. This layer can also contain business objects that represent business rules as well as the calculations.
- The data tier consists of the database that contains the data for the application. It includes SQL statements that do the database access and are saved in stored procedures within the database.

For internet based application client side ("Application front end") can have any web-browser: Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Opera, Netscape Navigator, Safari, etc., and can work on different platforms. Microsoft’s .NET Framework uses an Extensible Markup Language (XML) – a platform independent language, which gives ASP.NET applications a rich set of features for using and manipulating XML data.

V. PERFORMANCE, SCALABILITY AND CONNECTION POOLING

The e-MCES is a distributed application. One common mistake of software developers is to look at distributed components as full partners in object-oriented design. Unfortunately, distributed programming, such as an ASP.NET programming, is a compromise between networking technology and object-oriented practice [8]. For example, when we are speaking about Performance and Scalability of the web-application, we have to realize, that these issues are not the same and must be investigated at the system design level. The Performance is a measure of the application’s speed. The Scalability indicates how this speed varies as the client load increases. We can see the difference between these issues for different web solutions, which use a session state objects. In some web applications,
using state objects usually performs faster for small number of clients. However, as the number of simultaneous clients increases, they reach a bottleneck and perform sluggishly.

Fig. 3 depicts this relationship.

![Graph: Performance vs. scalability](image)

One of the best examples of the distinction between performance for small number of users and scalability to large numbers of clients occurs with database connection pooling. Let us consider two configurations.

First one – “Configuration A” (Fig. 4) for a small size of educational institution’s staff. Another one – “Configuration B” (Fig. 5) for a large institution (UTech with number of staff greater than 1,500 employees is an example of large organization).

In Configuration A, all clients have local copies of the database connection service class (object). Therefore, they can use it locally (and speedily) in process. Connection cannot be pooled between clients, because the connection object is always instantiated in the process of the client. A fragment of ASP.NET page code, which provides this instantiation, is as follows:

```csharp
<asp: SqlDataSource ID="EmployeesList" Runat="server"
    SelectCommand="SELECT FirstName, LastName, Title FROM Employees" ConnectionString="Data Source=127.0.0.1; Integrated Security=SSPI; Initial Catalog=EMCES2010">
</asp:SqlDataSource>
```

Here we can see that SqlDataSource object creates an instance of connection object, which is associated with application that is called by user and serves it individually.

In Configuration B (Fig. 5), the connection service class lives on the database server and communicates with out-of-process clients through ADO.NET access classes. This intrinsically adds overhead because all calls must travel over process boundaries and the network. It allows connections to be pooled among all clients. In e-MCES, we use this technique. A fragment of code from some code-behind class of the e-MCES is given below. In this C# example, three new SqlConnection objects to e-MCES2010 (2010 year) and to e-MCES2011 (2011 year) databases are created, but only two connection pools are required to manage them. Note that the first and second connection strings differ by the value assigned for Initial Catalog:

```csharp
using (SqlConnection connection = new SqlConnection("Integrated Security=SSPI; Initial Catalog= eMCES2010 "))  {
    connection.Open();   // Pool A is created.
}
using (SqlConnection connection = new SqlConnection("Integrated Security=SSPI; Initial Catalog= eMCES2011")) {
    // Pool B is created because the connection // strings differ.
    connection.Open();
}
using (SqlConnection connection = new SqlConnection("Integrated Security=SSPI; Initial Catalog= eMCES2010 "))  {
    // The connection string matches pool A.
    connection.Open();
}
```

Naturally the multithreading operations add overheads and reduce speed for large institutions.

VI. SECURITY SOLUTIONS

The middle (Business) tier in multi-tier architecture is frequently the heart of a distributed application. All the information moves through this layer: data on its way from the database to the user interface and user information posted from a form goes back to the database. This is where
the brains and rules of the application reside as well as the heart of the application security policy.

The e-MCES has been developed for all members of staff of the university, including academic/non-academic, administrative, technical and ancillary staff with different areas of responsibilities. Some of them are managers and supervisors while others are employees – and all of them are members of the one university’s community. Because the system serves all of us in the institution, with a single Internet interface and common data storage, it must have restricted access to the resources. Our solution is based on the concept of the role of the currently logged-on user [1].

Using role-based security (or simply RBS), it is possible to programmatically determine the role/roles of the current user interacting with a given type or type member.

.NET provides four possible security policies:
1. Forms: A RBS implementation for ASP.NET;
2. Generic: Enables us to define our own custom RBS system;
3. Passport: A RBS implementation for MS .NET Passport;

Because the Form-based principal policy is used extensively when securing ASP.NET in web applications, we have decided to use it in our solution. The .NET security model enables us to restrict access to type allocation and type member invocation using Imperative RBS, which types directly into the code, making run-time demands and decisions when needed. With this approach, we gain the capability to monitor access violation gracefully in the code via try/catch constructs and/or simply deny a given course of action.

Using role-based security (or simply RBS), it is possible to programmatically determine the role/roles of the current user interacting with a given type or type member.

Note The process of creating users and assigning them to their respective roles, which is not covered here, is the responsibility of the System Administrator and is described in technical documentation of the system. We have created a comprehensive and easy on-line mechanism for maintenance the system.

To programmatically obtain the identity of the current user via the RBS model, we must obtain a principal object from the current thread of exception via Thread.CurrentPrincipal object. Technically speaking, a principal object is some type implementing the System.Principal.IPrincipal interface:

```csharp
public interface IPrincipal
{
    IIdentity Identity { get; }
    bool IsInRole(string role);
}
```

Evidently, the read-only IPrincipal.Identity property returns an object implementing System.Security.Principal.IIdentity, which is defined as:

```csharp
public interface IIdentity
{
    string AuthenticationType { get; }
    bool IsAuthenticated { get; }
    string Name { get; }
}
```

Before obtaining a principal object via Thread.CurrentPrincipal, the calling assembly needs to inform the Common Language Runtime (CLR) of the principal policy.

The programming procedures mentioned above allow the developer to build a flexible and secure mechanism for the user’s authentication.

Actually, each user of the system has to follow the following main processes, presented in Fig. 6 [9].
Fig. 6 Data flow diagram of the Management & Control Solution block

- (1) - Opening a session (Fig. 6, steps are marked by circle with numbers inside - 1, 2, 3),
- (2) – Log-on procedure or User Identification (Fig. 6, steps 5, 6, 7, 8);
- (3) – Granting permissions and generating Just-In-Time (JIT) menu (Fig. 6, step 9);
- (4) – Access to granted information resources for the user (Fig. 6, step 10);
- (5) – Log-off procedure (Fig. 6, steps 11, 12).

We will examine each of these steps in detail.

Opening a session (Fig. 6, steps 1, 2, 3)

Unlike HTTP protocol, ASP.NET uses session state to keep track of each user session, which solves the problem of state management for ASP.NET application. The process begins when a user at a web browser requests a start web page of the e-MCES, typing a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) into the browser’s address box. At this time, ASP.NET creates individually for this particular user a session state object (SSO), which is kept on the server, whenever a user starts a new session. The SSO contains a unique session ID (SID), and this SID is sent back to the browser’s cookie (by default) and forth between the server and the browser each time the user requests a page. When browser sends another request to the server, it automatically includes the cookie that contains the SID with the request. Due to limitation of space and because we are not writing the technical documentation, we omit the situation when browser’s cookie is off; ASP.NET has other alternative techniques to bypass it.

Log-on procedure (Fig. 6, steps 5, 6, 7, 8)

The start ASP page requests a University ID from the user. It matches it with existing IDs in the database and rejects the user if there is no ID, presented by him/her with compliment message. This is a first and primitive barrier on the way of identification of the user. Indeed, it is not great secret to know ID of somebody, but it rejects a number of persons who do not belong to the University community.

Step 5 identifies a process of Role-Based Security (RBS), which effectively supports the highest level of the user’s authentication. The process of the user’s authentication involves several application’s, network’s and server’s procedures. It works with a cookie on the client machine, which carries out the authentication ticket - specific and hidden information about current session. The authentication ticket is a unique ID, which is associated with current client machine and server. The Fig. 7 shows a series of exchanges that occur between a web browser and a server when user attempts to access a page that’s protected by forms-based authentication.

In e-MCES, we use several standard server controls, which are offered by ASP.NET and make programming security-related aspects of web applications easier than ever before: Login, PasswordRecovery, ChangePassword, etc. These controls rely entirely on the membership API (Application Programming Interface) and selected provider to execute standard operations such as validating credentials, displaying error messages, and redirecting to the originally requested page (in e-MCES it is a Welcome.aspx page) in case of the successful login.
The membership API provides a set of classes with wide range of methods to let the developer manage different users with differing roles: - adding a new user and editing any associated user information such as – e-mail and password, creating and managing association between users and roles. The Membership class defaults to a provider that stores user’s confidential access information to a SQL Express database in predefined format, through its property Provider. This property returns a reference to the membership provider currently in use and is selected from the configuration files web.config (is located in root directory of the application) and machine.config (located in C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\vvv\CONFIG on the server, where vvv is a version of ASP.NET). An example of a child <provider> element under which provider configures is expressed as follows:

```csharp
<add name="AspNetSqlMembershipProvider"
    type="System.Web.Security.SqlMembershipProvider,
    System.Web, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,
    PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a"
    connectionStringName="LocalSqlServer"
    enablePasswordRetrieval="false"
    enablePasswordReset="true"
    requiresQuestionAndAnswer="true"
    applicationName="/"
    requiresUniqueEmail="false"
    passwordFormat="Hashed"
    maxInvalidPasswordAttempts="5"
    minRequiredPasswordLength="7"
    minRequiredNonalphabeticCharacters="1"
    passwordAttemptWindow="10"
    passwordStrengthRegularExpression="^" />
</providers>
</membership>
```

The content of the configuration file (1) describes a security policy of the application by values of its attributes. Some of them are:

- `connectionStringName="LocalSqlServer"` - describes that application uses a standard .mdf security database, predefined by ASP.NET, which originally is located in App_Data folder. We have improved this solution, removed this database to the SQL Server from this application directory. It gave us a number of benefits, including its better maintenance.

- `passwordFormat="Hashed"` – declares that confidential information about users access (user name, password, etc.) will be encrypted. Usually ASP.NET provides several hashing algorithms with 128-bits strength, for instance – Message Digest method (MD5) and Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) with different modifications [11, 12]. The e-MCES can modify security algorithm using HashAlgorithm object. A portion of C# code is as follows:

```csharp
static void Main(string[] args)
{
    // Open a local configuration file on the C drive
    FileStream fs = new FileStream(@"C:\eMCES_Config_File.txt", FileMode.Open);
    // now generate a hash code for this file using MD5 hashing algorithm
    HashAlgorithm alg = HashAlgorithm.Create("MD5");
```
byte[] fileHashValue = alg.ComputeHash(fs);

- maxInvalidPasswordAttempts="5" – declares a number of unsuccessful attempts are allowed
- minRequiredPasswordLength="7" – declares a minimum length of the password
- minRequiredNonalphabeticCharacters="1" – describes that at least one nonalphabetical character must be presented in password

The configuration information from web.config file overrides the same information in machine.config file.

The structure of the Application project maps a general structure of the educational institution. The reason for this is to guarantee a high level of security in the process of granting access to different units of the institution. The structure of the application includes different types of programming modules. There are – executive classes, which provide some functions requested by user, redirected classes, which redirect executive procedure to the executive classes, etc. Fig. 8 shows a portion of hierarchy for the Human Resources Department (HRD). The number of web.config files on different levels identifies permissions to get access to some specific unit. For example,

Fig. 8 A fragment the HRD hierarchy in e-MCES project and content of web.config files

- web.config file in ExclusiveAccess node of the Compensation & Benefits Unit (HR_CBU) of HR:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.web>
        <authorization>
            <allow roles="HR_CBU_Compensation_Benefits_Mgr"/>
            <deny users="*"/>
        </authorization>
    </system.web>
</configuration>
```

Here the "HR_Senior_Director" and the "HR_CBU_Compensation_Benefits_Mgr" are roles associated with the users Senior Director of Human Resources Department and Manager of the Compensation & Benefits Unit respectively. An <authorization> element grants an access to the node (which includes a .aspx classes RedirectHRExclusive.aspx or RedirectHR_CBUExclusive.aspx - see Fig. 8) of the structure, who is in the role which is described by this element and denies access for others.

Class with prefix Redirect in the name of the class declares, that this class works with menu for the current user and actually plays a distributor role for the executive procedure. In other words, it redirects the execution procedure of the application to the classes, which are associated with menu items. We use the term execution procedure in a broad sense – we call a program representation executable if it can be executed directly as in machine code, or indirectly using an interpreter. One of the main benefits of the ASP.NET in comparison with other web technologies, like PHP, ASP, Perl, etc., is that it finally produces a compiled (not interpreted) code for execution. Here is a C# fragment of the code behind the RedirectHRExclusive.aspx class:

```csharp
redirect = Session["PageProcessor"].(ToString());
d = Page.Request.QueryString["D"].(ToString());
E = Page.Request.QueryString["E"].(ToString());

Session["MainCategory"] = PublicClass.MainCategories.Administrative.GetHashCode();
Session["IsSupervisor"] = "Yes";
Session["IsHead"] = "Yes";
Session["enableToSeeSupervisorComments"] = "No";
```
if (E == "Mng")
{
    Session["SupUnit"] = "";  Session["StaffCategory"] = PublicClass.Categories.UnitManagers.GetHashCode();
}
else
{
    Session["SupUnit"] = HR_AO; Session["StaffCategory"] = "90";
}
redirect += "CompetencyAdminStaff.aspx";
Page.Response.Redirect(redirect); break;

In this example a variable redirect holds a name “CompetencyAdminStaff.aspx” of the executive ASP page with requested functions. The security warranty is that the system has no other way to get any executive ASP page but only through this procedure.

Welcome page and Just-in-Time Menu Generator (Fig. 6, step 9)

A menu grants to a user his/her permissions. For large organization with many different positions of staff, it is very difficult to maintain the permission policy for each member of staff. Moreover, organizations are very dynamic – new positions are created, others are closing, and some the staff migration between these positions is a usual process at high frequency. Traditional maintenance of these processes updating an application (redesign and recompiling), is waste of time and energy. In the next section we describe our original solution for this problem.

VII. NAVIGATION AND JUST-IN-TIME MENU GENERATOR

Navigation is a fundamental part of the e-MCES. In conjunction with security policy, it allows for the system to provide set of various Menus for different categories of users and their roles. The menu grants to a user his/her permission. In the University, like UTech, with number of employees more that 1,500, this is a big problem. We need to keep and maintain the Menus for all categories of staff and this is an enormous job. We have invented a novel solution for it in our system [13]. Actually, we do not keep a set of Menus in the system or in some supported configuration files at all. Instead, we keep them in the database as the fragments of any menu called as tokens. The system generates a virtual menu for each user Just in Time Compilation (JITC) of his request and keeps it during the current session of the user [13]:

− collecting essential tokens from the database, using our specific algorithm,
− at run-time generating a JavaScript menu program
− renders HTML code to the final DHTML code,
− sends it to the client browser.

The Just-In-Time Compilation process generates an HTML document, to be interpreted by the browser of the client’s machine.

In e-MCES, we consider menu of two levels – parent and its subordinate - child. We have created a JIT Menu Generator (JITMG) – a C# procedure, which uses tokens of menu as input information. Under tokens, we consider all the necessary elements of the future menu – texts of items, which will be seen by user and are accessible (in terms of ability to be hyperlinks) to the user, destination addresses (URLs) associated with these items, and link to the user’s role. Fig. 9 shows a fragment of database, which holds tokens for JITMG:

Link to other part of the e-MCES database structure

Table Roles receives a text value with User’s role. Then two SQL queries retrieve set of tokens associated with this particular role from five linked tables:

- SELECT L1.[ID], L1.[Text] AS Text1
  FROM mnuLevel1 AS L1 WHERE RoleName = " + uRole + "

- SELECT L2.[Location], L2.mnuLevel1ID, L2.[Text] AS Text2
  FROM mnuLevel2 AS L2 INNER JOIN mnuLevel1 AS L1 ON L2.mnuLevel1ID = L1.[ID] 
  WHERE L1.RoleName = " + uRole + "

Here, uRole is a text variable, which holds a name of user’s role.
After that, a C# programming procedure of the Welcome.aspx page code-behind class uses the set of tokens, which were retrieved by SQL queries mentioned above, utilizes a Navigation object from .NET Framework and generates a JavaScript program, which resides into a HTML response as its integral part.

Appendix A shows a snapshot of the browser’s screen with menu, generated for user Mrs. Jennifer Williams, who is in the role of a Senior Director of Human Resources Department.

Appendix B shows fragments of JavaScript menu, generated automatically by JITMG. For the first session of the user, System Administrator provides a temporary password, which is combination of two strings of user’s University’s ID, separated by dot symbol. This temporary password must be updated by the user as soon as possible due to security reasons. The web.config file of the application (is located in root directory of the application) holds a number of these attempts and can be modified by the System Administrator without recompiling the application. Default value of this number is 5. As mentioned above, the confidential information (user ID, password, etc.) are kept in the database in encrypted value due to security reasons. The welcome.aspx page code-behind class uses the set of tokens, which were retrieved by SQL queries mentioned above, utilizes a Navigation object from .NET Framework and generates a JavaScript program, which resides into a HTML response as its integral part.

The JIT Menu Generator solution has many benefits. Two of them are:

- Using this technology, it does not matter how big organisation is and how many different positions are there,
- To add a new position, new user or to assign a new user to some position, or change position for some particular user is the responsibility of the person from HRD, who is assigned for these functions – he/she can do it through e-MCES interface which provides these functions, without recompiling the application – it is a usual routine for administrator of the system.

Table 1 shows a full content of menu, generated by JITMG for Senior Director of HRD (Appendix A shows that some choice has been made by the user):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Content of menu Level 1 (“parent”)</th>
<th>Content of menu Level 2 (“child”)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>University’s</td>
<td>the University corporate score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HR evaluation</td>
<td>total score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Detail view of</td>
<td>the Human Resources score evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Self</td>
<td>the Human Resources Senior Director’s competency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Evaluation of</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Evaluation of</td>
<td>managers of the Human Resources department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>individual manager’s achievements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>admin. staff of the Human resources Department</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>individual staff achievements (admin.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>maintenance of HR operational plan (last year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>maintenance of HR operational plan (next year)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 The content of full menu for Senior Director of HRD

According to Table 1, we can see that e-MCES offers 24 functions for Senior Director of the HRD, including planning options for HRD’s units and their managers/supervisors (not for employees of these units, because it is responsibility of their managers/supervisors), viewing a scores of evaluation of all HRD staff, providing a vertical alignment for the items of plans are located on different levels (details of this process is are not given in this paper but can be seen in [14]). The Senior Director of HRD can view a total score of HR Units, HRD itself, and total corporate score of the University. Here we can see, that automatically built menu reflects a hierarchical structure of the University with corresponding functions and responsibilities. e-MCES generates programming classes (ASP.NET and other supported modules), which handle the processes advertised in menu. Only authorized person can obtain functions provided by automatic menu only during the session time. After terminating session, it is discarded. It exists just in time for the user’s session.

The user can terminate session by Log-out process, when he/she is pressing a Logout button, or by closing a browser, or by terminating a computer (Fig. 6, steps 11, 12).

We consider this solution including C# and ASP.NET source code is an intellectual property of the University of Technology, Jamaica hence it is not presented in more detail.

VIII. INFORMATION RESOURCES

Processes of adapting different Information Systems by academic and non-academic units of educational institution during different periods of time are characterized by different technologies and platforms used. Computer technology has been changing very fast and information systems created in earlier time, sometimes are not compatible with systems developed later, but anyway, they can be considered as an information resources [15].

Information resources of the e-MCES are based on the Human Resources database (HRDB) and University portal — Student Integrated Administration System (ISAS). ISAS
provides information to students about their assignments and exam results on-line. HRDB is built using the FoxPro database and has successfully served the staff of the HR department and management of the University for many years. ISAS is built using MS SQL-Server 2000 database and developed using VB6/ASP programming languages/environment. The e-MCES is based on other more contemporary platforms. Integration of these three different systems is a problem for developers. Our solution is based on the idea of creating a “Pool of elementary objects”, which is populated by data derived from different currently using systems [15, 16].

This pool of objects is platform independent and allows the integration of different Information Systems of the University. In essence, these objects are independent of each other and store necessary data for populating database resources of information systems, we are going or planning to implement. These technologies are well described in [15-17].

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described the processes occurring during the user’s session in e-MCES. We have selected here a role-based security approach in e-MCES in conjunction with Form-based authentication procedure, which are based on highest level of encryption technique (hashing procedures used a MD5 & SHA mathematical hashing algorithms). This is currently the most up-to-date technology. We consider that the security and navigations processes are different sides of the same “coin” – Granting Permissions for the User. Solutions we have found during our research and development, can be implemented in any Information Management Systems in general and in Educational institutions in particular.

As a relatively young university, the University of Technology, Jamaica has made great strides improving a performance culture in the institution. In this regard, the leadership of the University played a critical role in designing and deploying the system to ensure its effectiveness.

An important objective in developing the e-MCES was to ‘connect’ more closely each staff member to the planning and evaluation processes. Employee involvement is one of the best ways to create a positive culture that thrives on performance measurement. Through the Project Steering Committee, staff at all levels had an opportunity to provide input into all phases of creating the integrated management system and by so doing to create they are bought-in.

The intention of the e-MCES is to provide a robust yet flexible online tool for the University to measure how well it is able to achieve its strategic targets, while providing a mechanism for communicating with each staff member their individual contribution to the success of the institution.

A practical experience of using previous online evaluation systems in the University of Technology, Jamaica proves that we have developed the most effective way for improving the evaluation process of the University staff.

APPENDIX

Appendix A: Welcome page with automatically generated menu

Appendix B: Fragments of JavaScript menu, generated automatically by JITMG

// java script program handling
// Items of the parent menu
<td style="white-space:nowrap;width:100%;"><a class="NavigationMenu_1 NavigationMenu_3 NavigationMenu_8"
href="javascript:_doPostBack('NavigationMenu','~*|*ChoiceError.aspx?P=HR1')"> University's </a></td>

// Items of child menus
<td style="white-space:nowrap;width:100%;"><a class="NavigationMenu_1 NavigationMenu_3 NavigationMenu_8"
href="javascript:_doPostBack('NavigationMenu','~*|*ChoiceError.aspx?P=HR2')"> HR evaluation </a></td>

// java script program handling
<script type="text/javascript">
//<![CDATA[
var NavigationMenu_Data = new Object();
NavigationMenu_Data.disappearAfter = 500;
NavigationMenu_Data.horizontalOffset = 2;
NavigationMenu_Data.verticalOffset = 0;
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